On-Site vs. Off-Site Hard
Drive Shredding

Shredding Sensitive
Digital Information
When possible, NCS recommends a software wipe to DoD standards
for secure data erasure - this tends to be better for the environment
because drives can be reused rather than recycle, as well as
value can be recouped by our clients. NCS has developed our own
proprietary software to provide that wiping capability either on site
or at our facilities. But if shredding is a requirement for a client, here
is our best guidance on how to proceed:
Background:
When paper documents with sensitive information are no longer useful,
companies shred them. The same goes for obsolete hard drives and solid state
drives that contain sensitive data; they require complete destruction. Shredding is
typically reserved for hard drives and media that contain highly confidential or top
secret information.
Some people wonder how you should shred your expired hard drives, solid state
drives, CDs, and DVDs. First, let’s explore why it’s important to shred the drives
in the first place. Then we’ll examine the benefits of on-site vs. off-site hard drive
shredding.
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Why Should I Erase Data on Hard Drives?
Data has become the most valuable resource on earth. It’s no surprise then that
nefarious actors will go to great lengths to steal data. Whether it’s a computer
network breach or a hard drive hack, any data stolen from these resources
can harm a company’s reputation and lead to steep penalties. That’s why an
organization’s end-of-life devices should have their drives wiped or destroyed.
Agencies in government, the financial sector, and healthcare typically have strict
standards when it comes to getting rid of old devices. In fact, any organization
that deals with personally identifiable information (PII) should have welldeveloped data destruction policies in place.

How Are Hard Drives and Solid State Drives Shredded?
Hard drives and other devices are shredded under high pressure with specialized
shredding machines. These heavy duty shredders are equipped with hardened
solid steel cutting rollers. The equipment is designed to shred down to specific
sized particles to make sure nothing slips through the cracks.
Shredding can take place on-site (at your location) or off-site (at a certified data
destruction center).
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On-Site Hard Drive Shredding
For on-site hard drive shredding, trucks haul a shredding machine to your
premises to perform the device destruction. Decommissioned devices can be
stored in locked containers until an appointment is arranged for shredding
services to come to your location.
Benefits of On-Site Shredding:
Witnessed Destruction: If you request it, providers will let you witness the hard
drive shredding process in action. Some agencies require eye-witness destruction
of their retired digital media for complete compliance and transparency.
Highest Security: With mobile, on-site hard drive shredding, your media gets
destroyed immediately on premise before any material leaves your location. This
makes the process highly secure. With on-site shredding, you can be certain
devices have not fallen into anyone else’s hands before destruction.
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Off-Site Hard Drive Shredding
Off-site drive shredding involves the vendor picking up your media and
transporting the devices to the shredding facility where they undergo immediate
destruction. The devices can be stored and transported in locked bins prior to
shredding.
Benefits of Off-Site Shredding:
Video Verification: Some providers will record video of your drives being shredded
for you. This gives you a visual verification of the destruction process.
Cost Savings: Off-site, facility-based shredding is typically less expensive than
on-site shredding. It’s not a huge savings, but some may choose this less
expensive option.
Chain of Custody: With off-site shredding, the vendor will provide end-to-end
chain of custody documents (e.g. transfer of ownership, serial number reports, and
certificates of destruction). These documents should be saved and presented in
the event of an audit or to meet compliance standards.

The NIST-800 guidelines provide in-depth guidance for media
sanitization. If media destruction is out-sourced, it’s important to
require that the disposal company be certified by a recognized trade
association or similar third party, such as the Office of Research
Integrity (ISO), NAID AAA Certification, and e-Stewards.
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Conclusion
For obsolete digital media, complete destruction might be required. In this case,
both off-site and on-site shredding are available. Both processes are similar. The
decision making depends on your company’s preference and requirements.

Looking for high quality, affordable data destruction for your
decommissioned devices? Contact NCS Global now and ask for a
quote.
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